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Role Play
Ms. Mica
In Role Play we will let our imaginations run wild. We will set up a
range of different role play areas to dress up and play. Role play
is an important aspect of children’s play, aiding many areas of
development; imaginative skills, language skills and lots of fun!

MUAY THAI

Coach Nu (Outsourced)
Muaythai Kids is the combination of Muay Thai & Exercise
which will focus on basic Muaythai techniques (except using
elbows, which is dangerous for children) and self-defense art.
We will start with warm ups, then go on to running, games, circuits,
using defences against attacks and then warm down. The benefits of
Muay Thai include: learning to set and achieve goals, increase selfesteem, encourage non-violent conflict resolution and developing
teamwork skills.
The benefits of Muay Thai training do not end in the gym! The boost
in confidence, increased fitness level and new cooperation skills will
also help your child navigate the academic and social aspects of school, affect their behaviour at
home and have an all-around good influence on them as they develop into an adult.

CONSTRUCTION CLUB
Mr. Nick

Each week we will provide students with a variety of materials to
explore and build constructions based on weekly themes. Students
will practice cooperative tasks, fine motor skills and problem solving.
They have the chance to complete challenges, record work and
complete long term projects. For a chance to get creative, come
and join construction club!

ERC JUNIOR ROBOTICS
iZone (Outsourced)
Our Robotics program/club is all about having fun while constructing
robots structure, Programming robots, engaging to Lech lab,
science and having an extreme fun through the STEM concept.
Students will be introduced or deepen their knowledge with
software and materials such as EV3 MindStorms, NXT MINDSTORMS,
WEDO, M-BOT, ROBOT KITS, MBOX, SOLAR SYSTEM BOT.

MINDFULNESS
Ms. Cha Cha

In this mindfulness ECA we will explore different ways to help our minds
and bodies relax after a busy day at school. This will include exploring
different yoga techniques, breathing exercises, nature walks, mindful
movements, and some art.
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OUTDOOR SPORT AND GAMES
PE Department

This ECA will focus on exploring different games with emphasis on
fine and gross motor skills.

MOMATH
MoMath (Outsourced)
This club will teach the fundamental techniques and skills needed in order to help children understand and love mathematics more. We will start by approaching maths with adding and
subtraction from images and provide fun activities and games
in order to help children understand and truly enjoy mathematics. From this club children will be able to calculate maths faster
as well as love learning maths

THAI ART
Kru Nim

Students will learn how to draw different types of Thai art. They will
study outlines of different drawings and will also be encouraged to
experiment designing their own Thai art.

FUN SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
E-Science
We’re teaching science for the kids with experiments. All of our lessons
are student centered. Courses emphasized on learning by playing and
learning by doing. The E-Science curriculum has various experiments
and activities to suit each student’s needs.
The lessons will be based around a science topic and the students
will explore it through experiments and practical activities. We aim to
develop observation, practical and critical analysis skills. Students will
get a toy or a project back home after finishing each lesson.
The parents can follow us on Social Media as follows:
Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5NQSlVUv7vmpkFb7JUq_CA/featured
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/escience2012

